


































□ 次の英文を読んで、 1 から 15 の設問について、 A~D の選択肢から

もっとも適切なものを選びなさい。（配点 30)

Renewable energy might be able to green a desert 

Wind turbines and solar panels that create electricity are 

examples of environmentally friendly—or "green”
—technology. A new 

study finds that these forms of renewable energy might be green in 

another sense, too. Large collections of those turbines or so-called farms 

5 of solar panels appear capable of bringing rains to the desert. And that 

would allow more plants to grow. 

Eugenia Kalnay is an expert on weather and climate. She works 

at the University of Maryland in College Park. She also has worked for 

the National Weather Service and NASA. In each place, she has used 

10 computers to model weather and climate. Such models help scientists 

understand how temperatures and rain might change over time. Day-to

day changes are known as weather. Longer-term patterns, such as 

seasonal trends that persist for years, describe a region's climate. 

Wind turbines and solar panels can change how air moves. As 

15 winds move through the spinning blades of a turbine, some of their 

power is converted to electricity. This weakens those winds. Turbines 

may also change the path of the winds, directing some share of them 

around the outside of the wind farm. 

Both technologies also can affect nearby temperatures. Solar 

20 panels can raise the adjacent temperature by 3 to 4 degrees Celsius (5 to 

7 degrees Fahrenheit). Turbines also boost temperatures, largely by 

keeping the nights warmer. Warm air rises. If it rises high enough, and 

holds much water vapor, it could eventually condense into clouds that 

produce rain. 
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25 In these ways, wind and solar farms could affect climate. But 

30 

would the changes be large enough to matter? That's what Kalnay and 

others wanted to know. Their new computer models show that a mix of 

these energy technologies might boost rainfall and eventually transform 

deserts into plant-rich areas. 

Putting it to the test 

Kalnay teamed up with Safa Motesharrei, a systems scientist at 

Maryland. Systems scientists study how complex systems, such as 

climate, function. The Maiyland pair recmited Yan Li, a geoscientist at 

35 Beijing Normal University in China, to join them. These three brought 

in other scientists from Maryland, Italy and China to join in their study. 

Building large wind or solar fam吋ust to study their question was not an 

option. It would be too costly. It might also create unexpected climate 

issues. So the team instead used computer models to probe how wind 

40 turbines and solar farms might alter a region's climate. 

Weather and climate models work from data collected over 

decades. They include data on the weather that developed when certain 

conditions were in place. These conditions included temperature and 

rains or snowfall. They also included the air pressure, winds, sunlight 

45 and the movement of heat into and out of the ground and large bodies of 

water. 

For their new study, the researchers developed a model of North 

Africa's Sahara Desert. The world's largest desert, the Sahara supports 

little life. Although few people live here, many reside in the areas around 

50 it. So putting wind and solar farms in this area could help meet their 

electricity needs. The southern edge of the desert is an area called the 

Sahel. In this transition zone, the desert becomes a grassy savanna dotted 

with trees. There isn't much rainfall in the Sahel, and climate change has 
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reduced those rains in recent years. Because growing crops helps to feed 

55 the local people, rains are important here. 

The team ran its model several times. In one run, it assumed that 

people would erect wind farms only. Another run assumed people would 

install just solar farms. A third assumed people would build both. All 

three of these scenarios would affect the desert's weather―but 

60 differently, the model showed. 

Wind farms raised the temperature by an average of 2.16 

degrees Celsius (3.89 degrees Fahrenheit). Most of that increase 

occurred at night, when the land cooled down less than normal. Wind 

turbines also doubled the Sahara's rainfall. But doubling a small number 

65 still ends up being a small effect. The average daily rain increased by 

only 0.25 millimeters (0.01 inches). The Sahel would see a slightly 

bigger daily increase, the model projected―1.12 millimeters (0. 04 

inches) more rain. 

Solar farms would increase temperatures less, by 1.12 degrees 

70 Celsius (2.02 degrees Fahrenheit), the models showed. And that change 

occurred mainly during the day. They'd also increase average rain per 

day, but less than the wind farms would. The increase could add up to an 

extra 47.5 millimeters (1.9 inches) per year in the desert and by 208 

millimeters (8.2 inches) in the Sahel. 

75 Installing a mix of solar farms and wind turbines brought about 

a bigger change―not in temperature but in rainfall. In the Sahara, having 

both wind and solar farms more than doubled the amount of rain that fell, 

up to 215.4 millimeters (8.5 inches) per year. The nearby Sahel would 

see an even more dramatic boost—up to 500 millimeters (20 inches) of 

80 additional rain each year. 

The models predicted that the average rainfall would increase 

over time, as more plants grew. Plants move water from the ground to 

the air. The process they use has a long name: evapotranspiration (Ee-
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and solar farms often disturb ecosystems in ways that let invasive plant 

115 species take over, she says. As they edge out native plants, animals that 

depend on those native plants could also suffer. 

People clearly need to think carefully about how and where they 

site renewable energy farms, Hernandez says. Putting wind and solar 

farms in places where people have already built cities and towns would 

120 be particularly helpful, she argues. Their environment has already been 

disrupted, she notes, so adding the energy systems might not cause all 

that much additional harm. What's more, these are where people use the 

most energy. 

出典： Stevens, A. P. (2018, November 26). Renewable energy might 

be able to green a desert. Science News for Students. 

Re廿ieved from https://www.sciencenewsforstudents.org/article/ 

renewable-energy-might-be0able-green-desert 
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回 次の英文について、 250 字以内の日本語で要約しなさい。 英数字は

］マスに 2 文字を記入すること。

例： UEC → □匡］区8 1234 → □□ □王l
下書き用紙が問題の後にあります。（配点 30)

"Easy Japanese," first devised as a linguistic tool that could be 

used to assist foreigners with an elementary understanding of Japanese 

in times of disaster, is now being adopted by municipal governments in 

light of increasing inbound tourists and workers, and the 2020 Tokyo 

Olympics and Paralympics. 

"As the diversity of languages spoken in Japan rises with the 

surge in foreigners living in and visiting Japan, we want to make Easy 

Japanese a common language," say people involved in various fields in 

Japan that are seeing an increase of foreigners. 

Easy Japanese was developed by a research group led by 

Kazuyuki Sato, a sociolinguistics professor at Hirosaki University, 

following the Jan. 17, 1995 Great Hanshin Earthquake, when it emerged 

that many foreigners with little to no understanding of Japanese were 

unable to receive crucial information on evacuation and relief services. 

Though there is no hard and fast definition on what constitutes Easy 

Japanese, in general, honorific forms of Japanese phrasing are avoided, 

as well as the passive voice, regional dialects and double negatives. The 

language is kept easy enough that third-graders at Japanese elementary 

schools can understand. 

The Fukuoka Prefecture city of Yanagawa, which sees many 

tourists from Taiwan, has been running an Easy Japanese Tourism 

program since 2016. Tourists wearing buttons that read, "Easy Japanese, 
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